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Non-Stop opens nationwide Friday, February 28 

 

“It’s very reminiscent of those older movies and of the disaster movies I loved as a kid…so it 

becomes classic entertainment.” – Julianne Moore 

 

So you’re on a plane 40,000 feet in the air, trying to relax during a long flight from New York to 

London. Everything seems fine until you receive a cryptic text message demanding a massive 

ransom in exchange for the safety of everyone on your flight. As if airline travel wasn’t unpleasant 

enough these days, until the ransom is received, a passenger will be killed every 20 minutes. What 

do you do? This is the terrifying question facing the flight’s air marshal as he decides who on the 

plane he can trust…and who is dangerous. 

 

Along for the ride on this terrifying flight is IMTA alum Quinn McColgan 

(NY09). McColgan is in a featured supporting role as a passenger named 

Becca. The film stars Liam Neeson, Julianne Moore, Lupita Nyong’o, 

Michele Dockery, Nate Parker and Scoot McNairy. 

 

McColgan was most recently seen in the critically-acclaimed, award-winning 

HBO mini-series “Mildred Pierce,” starring alongside Kate Winslet, Guy 

Pearce and Evan Rachel Wood. She also appeared on the TV series 

“Unforgettable” and Nickelodeon’s “Team Umi-Zoomi,” the TV movie Dark 

Horse, plus numerous TV commercials that include Macy’s, Pillbury Toaster 

Strudel, Ortega Tacos, Tyson Chicken Nuggets and Kodak. Her commercial 

print work has been featured in Vogue Bambini and in ads and catalogs for Kohl’s, Laura Ashley 

Footwear, Women’s World, Parents’ Magazine, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Neiman 

Marcus. 

 

McColgan, who came to IMTA with Barbizon-Chique, is currently in Budapest, Hungary filming 

the post-apocalyptic horror movie Welcome to Harmony, in which she 

stars with Matthew Fox and Jeffrey Donovan. Nine years after an 

infection turns most of humanity into rabid creatures, two men and a 

nine-year-old girl survive in seeming peace and calm in the forgotten 

snow-covered town of Harmony. There is a sense that something 

terrible happened between the two men because a deep hate keeps 

them apart. When the creatures appear again, the two will have to 

leave behind all bitterness to protect the one being who means more to them than anything else. The 

film also stars Ahna O’Reilly and Clara Lago. No release date has been announced. 
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